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Current Hot Topics for Retirement Plans:

• Department of Labor’s Proposed Definition of ERISA 
Investment Advice Fiduciary

• Regulation of IRA Investment Advice / Rollovers
• Fee Disclosure
• Supreme Court Case on 401(k) Fees
• DOL Investigation and Enforcement Efforts

Retirement Plan Update
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Current Hot Topics for Health Plans:

• Status of Affordable Care Act Compliance for Employers
• Pending Supreme Court Case on Subsidies
• Continued Fall-out from Hobby Lobby Contraceptive 

Mandate Case
• Affordable Care Act Reporting for Employers
• Cadillac Tax

Health Plan Update
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Retirement  Plan Update

Department of Labor’s Proposed Definition of ERISA 
Fiduciary
– Existing definition of an ERISA Fiduciary for purposes of providing 

“investment advice” has existed for 30+ years
• Specific, multi-part test:

– Advice provided on a regular basis, 
– Pursuant to a mutual understanding that the advice will form a 

primary basis for decision-making, 
– Individualized
– Provided for a Fee

– 2010 DOL proposed new rule broadening definition
• Any person who agrees to be a fiduciary
• Any RIA, or 
• Any person providing advice is there is a mutual understanding advice 

will be considered and will be individualized (note: “regular basis” and 
“primary basis” eliminated)
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Retirement  Plan Update

Department of Labor’s Proposed Definition of 
ERISA Fiduciary
– 2010 proposal withdrawn after bi-partisan opposition and industry 

pressure
– New proposed rule announced in February 2015

• Actual rule has not been released yet; at OMB
• Expected by May 2015
• President Obama has announced support for rule

– Likely to be similar to 2010 rule, and likely to touch IRAs and IRA 
rollovers

– Will be accompanied by ERISA prohibited transaction exemptions
– Notice, comment, and hearings expected later in 2015
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Retirement  Plan Update

Regulation of IRAs/ IRA Rollovers
– More assets are in IRAs than defined contribution (401(k)) 

retirement plans
– Rollover contributions to IRAs in 2012;  $321 billion
– DOL has not historically asserted jurisdiction over IRAs

• Current DOL advisory opinion on IRA rollovers provides that 
advising a plan participant to roll over to an IRA managed by the 
advisor’s firm is permissible only if the advisor has no 
relationship with the plan

– GAO, FINRA, and SEC have expressed interest in the IRA area, 
too

– Upcoming fiduciary rule likely will address IRAs:
• Concerns about continued viability of existing fee practices in 

IRA market
• DOL indicates prohibited transaction exemption(s) will 

accompany rule
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Retirement  Plan Update

Fee Disclosure
– New rules requiring disclosure of fees to retirement plan fiduciaries 

and participants took effect in 2012
• 408(b)(2) disclosures from service providers to plan fiduciaries
• 404(a)(5) disclosures to plan participants

– New proposed regulation would be require service providers to 
provide a “road mad” document in certain circumstances

– Recent guidance provided additional relief on the timing of the 
delivery of disclosures to participants

• 2-month grace period 
• “At least once in any 14-month period”
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Supreme Court Case Tibble v. Edison Int’l
– Decision expected by June
– One of a group of cases challenging 401(k) fees and investment 

choices
• Settlements have been reached in some

– Primary issue in this case concerns ERISA’s six-year statute of 
limitations

• Is suit barred by the statute of limitations when investments at 
issue were selected by plan fiduciaries more than six years 
earlier?

• Is there a continuing duty to monitor and/or replace plan 
investments?
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Current Department of Labor Enforcement Efforts
– Historically focused on plan sponsors
– Service provider examinations are current priority

• DOL views as good use of resources
• Reputation risk for service providers

– Typical DOL investigation:
• Begins with letter or subpoena asking for documentation
• Interviews or administrative depositions
• May contact third parties
• “10 day letter” if violations found
• Response
• Closing letter
• Press release if settlement
• Can last for years
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Health  Plan Update

Affordable Care Act:  Where Are We Now?
– Implementation began in 2010, e.g. no preexisting conditions for 

children up to age 19, coverage available for children up to age 26
– 2014 additional coverage reforms:

• No preexisting condition exclusions
• No annual dollar limits
• No waiting periods >90 days
• Exchanges open
• Individual mandate (penalties applicable)

– Beginning in 2015, large employers required to offer coverage to 
full-time employees or face penalties

• Generally applicable to employers with 50 or more full-time employees
• Penalties apply if no coverage offered, or coverage is unaffordable or 

fails to provide minimum value and one or more full-time employees 
receive subsidized coverage via an exchange
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Health  Plan Update

Affordable Care Act:  Recent Key Issues
– Two types of employer penalties:

1. Penalty for failing to offer full-time employees and their 
dependents minimum essential coverage and at least one 
employee is eligible for premium tax credit or cost-sharing 
reduction:  $2,000 multiplied by number of full-time 
employees minus 30

2. Penalty when employer does offer full-time employees 
(and dependents) minimum essential coverage but one or 
more full-time employees is eligible for premium tax credit 
or cost-sharing reduction:  $3,000 multiplied by number of 
full-time employees entitled to premium tax credit or cost-
sharing reduction

– Definition of “full-time” employee – complicated!
– Determining affordability – safe harbors
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Supreme Court Case King v. Burwell
– Are premium tax credits available in the 35 states that do not have 

state-run exchanges?
• Kansas and Missouri do not have state-run exchanges

– What are the consequences if the Supreme Court decides that 
subsidies are not available for coverage purchased on the federal 
exchange?

• An estimated 2/3 of Americans would not be eligible for a premium tax 
credit

• A larger portion of Americans would not be subject to the individual 
mandate penalty because without the subsidy the cost of coverage 
would exceed 8% of their projected household income

• For employers, remember that the law imposes a penalty only if the 
employer has one or more employees who enrolls in a health plan with 
respect to which a tax credit is allowed or paid for that employee . . .

• Will states scramble to operate exchanges?
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Continued Fall-out from Hobby Lobby Decision
– Affordable Care Act mandated that employers’ plans provide 

preventive care
• Contraceptives included in definition of preventive care

– Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. was a ruling under the 
Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1992 (“RFRA”)

• Supreme Court held that closely-held corporations cannot be required 
to provide coverage for contraceptive methods if violates religious 
beliefs

• Note that Court did not decide First Amendment claims raised by 
plaintiffs

– Federal Government crafted accommodation to distance religious 
employers from having to directly provide contraceptive coverage in 
employer plans

• Provides exemption process for employers to state objections
• Contraceptive coverage provided directly through insurers or TPAs
• Ongoing litigation regarding whether accommodation is sufficient
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Next Up: Affordable Care Act Reporting
– Applicable large employers must report to the IRS information 

about health care coverage provided to full-time employees
• IRS will use information to administer penalties and premium tax 

credits for individuals
• Statement also must be provided to employees

– Final versions of the forms issued in February 2015
• Form 1095-B:   Health Coverage
• Form 1094-B:  Transmittal of Health Coverage Information Returns
• Form 1095-C:  Employer-Provided Health Insurance Offer and 

Coverage
• Form 1094-C:  Transmittal of Employer Provided Health Insurance 

Offer and Coverage Information Returns
– Forms are not required to be filed by employers for tax year 2014
– Will be due in 2016 for 2015 
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2018: “Cadillac” Tax
– Threshold amount is generally $10,200 for individual coverage and 

$27,500 for family coverage
– Tax is 40 percent of aggregate value that exceeds threshold 

amount
• For insured plan, tax is paid by insurer
• For self-insured plan, health FSA, or HRA, excise tax is paid by entity 

administering benefits (i.e., where employer acts as plan administrator, 
employer will pay)

– Applicable coverage includes group health plans sponsored by 
employers (both self-funded and insured), health FSAs, HSAs  
(employer contributions, including salary reduction contributions), 
on-site medical clinics, retiree coverage, HRAs, executive 
physicals, and more

• Limited scope dental and vision and EAPs are not included
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